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DAY 1 - THE CLOSE ONE 

Habakkuk 3:2 

“I have heard all about you, Lord.  I am filled with awe by your amazing works. In 
this time of our deep need, help us again as you did in years gone by.”


This week we are going to be looking at the story of Habakkuk in the Bible, and 
how he could have some “real talk” with God because he had a close relationship 
with Him. There was a lot of injustice going on around Habakkuk and he was 
complaining to God, asking Him to please come and bring some justice. 


When I look at Habakkuk’s story, I realise that even in the moments when He 
wasn’t feeling that close to God, that he was always real with God. Habakkuk 
never “wore a mask” when he spoke to God. There was no pretence.


The first question God ever asks in the Bible was to Adam and Eve when they had 
sinned and were trying to hide from Him is “where are you?”. I think that as we 
read through Habakkuk we see him showing that his answer to God’s question is 
that he was “the close one”.


What would you say in response to God’s question: “Where are you?”.


To help us to answer this question, we have invented “The Sofa Scale”. As you 
read through each of these devotions, imagine that Jesus is sat on the end of the 
sofa and ask yourself: “Where am I on this sofa scale?” and think about what you 
could do to move closer to Jesus this week.


Jesus wants us to have a closer relationship with Him, and in order to make this 
happen we need to be intentional. So, let’s think about what we can do this week 
to be “the close one” to Jesus. 


PRAYER
Jesus, thank you for wanting to have a relationship with me. When I spend time 
with you this week, please help me to remember that prayer is not just about 
REQUESTS, but it is about RELATIONSHIP. Amen.
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DAY 2 - THE DISTANT ONE 

Habakkuk 1:1 

“How long, O Lord, must I call for help? But you do not listen! “Violence is 
everywhere I cry, but You do not come to save”.


Habakkuk had a close relationship with Jesus. The thing is, even when we have (or 
have had) a close relationship with Jesus, we can sometimes feel distant from 
Him, and feel as though. Maybe you’ve never really been close to Jesus and you 
would really love to have a relationship with God, like Habakkuk did.


You may feel distant from Jesus for a whole variety of reasons, including: 

• You have never had the chance to get to know God

• You may have heard about God years ago but never decided to accept Him 

and now you don't even think about God really

• You may have been somewhere else on the scale at some point, but then 

were hurt by Church or by a Christian or you feel hurt by God and have ended 
up way over here


Habakkuk felt like God was distant and he couldn't see how God was helping him. 
I wonder if you have ever thought like that, knowing that God didn't answer your 
prayer how you wanted Him to / how you were expecting Him to, and then you 
decided, well if God was there then this wouldn't be happening or my life wouldn’t 
have worked out like this. Habakkuk felt like God was not acting in His situation. 
But God responded and told him to look around because He was doing a new 
thing.


PRAYER 
Jesus, please help us to remember that no one is ever too far away from God that 
they cannot come back to God. We may not always be happy with the outcome of 
our prayer - but please help us to choose to keep praying anyway. We know that 
you love us and want us to be close to you. Amen.
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DAY 3 - THE “ON THE ARM” ONE 

Habakkuk 2:1 

“I will climb to my watchtower and stand at my guard-post. There I will wait to see 
what the Lord says and how He will answer my complaint”. 


You may be someone who is “sat on the arm” - not distant from God but not 
completely sat on the sofa close to Him either. 


You may be here if you:

• have heard about God and still be sitting on the arm wondering whether it is 

something you believe or not

• have heard positive things about God and negative things about Christianity, 

and so you are deciding if you really want to commit

• think it sounds too hard to be a Christian 

It is ok to be on the arm of the sofa for now, but at some point you need to decide 
if you want to sit on the sofa and have a relationship with Jesus or not. You may 
need to make a decision that you will not just come to Church services but also 
engage with Church outside of a Sunday. Or you may need to listen to stories 
about the Bible but you don't actually believe them in your heart


Habakkuk here says that he will “climb to his watchtower … and wait to see what 
the Lord says”. Habakkuk lays out his complaint before God and then waits to see 
how God replies. It is ok to question what is going on around you, or even take 
time for yourself to work out if God is really who He says He is, but then you need 
to make a decision. You CANNOT stay on the arm of the sofa forever.


Once God has replied to Habakkuk, everything is clarified to him and he says with 
confidence “Was it in anger, Lord, that you struck the rivers and parted the sea? 
Were you displeased with them? No, you were sending your chariots of salvation”. 
Habakkuk was waiting for God’s reply before he made up his mind, and once God 
replied it looks like it all made more sense to Habakkuk.


PRAYER: 

God, please help us to not stay sitting on the arm of the sofa. Please help us to 
choose to follow you. Even when we do not understand everything, please help us 
to trust in You. Amen.
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DAY 4 - THE ANGRY ONE 

Habakkuk 1:13-14

But you are pure and cannot stand the sight of evil. Will you wink at their 
treachery? Should you be silent while the wicked swallow up people more 
righteous than they? Are we only fish to be caught and killed? Are we only sea 
creatures that have no leader?


Sitting on the sofa near Jesus and knowing that He is real but you have your back 
turned to Him because you are not happy with Him and are having a strop with 
Him right now? Or feeling angry about something that happened to you or 
someone you knew? Or a time when your prayer was not answered in the way you 
wanted it to be?


There are all kinds of reasons as to why we may feel angry towards God:

• You may believe in God but you have prayed something would happen that 

hasn't happened and you blame God 

• You’ve lost a loved one and you don’t know why it happened at the time it did 
or in the way that it did 

Habakkuk wanted justice for his people in Israel, but when God said that His plan 
was to send the Babylonians to take over to bring his justice, Habakkuk was angry. 
He thought that the Babylonians were even worse than his people so he didn’t like 
the fact that they would be the ones used to being justice to his people!


When you are angry at God or at the situation around you, you might find it hard to 
pray or read your BIble even though you know it might do you some good. It might 
be that every time you try to talk to God but every time you do you keep coming 
back to this thing that has made you angry. Perhaps this week you need to have 
some “real talk” with God and let him know what is making you angry and ask Him 
to bring give you some peace.


PRAYER

God, I know that it is normal to feel angry at the circumstances around me, but 
please help me never to lose faith just because things don’t work out how I want 
them to. Amen.
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DAY 5 - THE DISTRACTED ONE 

Habakkuk 1:1:16-17

Then they will worship their nets and burn incense in front of them. “These nets are 
the gods who have made us rich!”  they will claim. Will you let them get away with 
this forever? Will they succeed forever in their heartless conquests?


It is good to be close to Jesus, but sometimes we can feel too comfortable! We 
end up sitting so close to Jesus that we stop trying to have a better relationship 
with Him, and when we stop trying, we can unfortunately end up drifting further 
away from Him.


You might be someone who gets distracted if you:

• Have a lot of thoughts going on in your head that you just can't seem to focus 

on God in amongst it all

• Have the TV on or have your phone nearby when you are trying to spend time 

Jesus

• Have good intentions of praying but end up thinking about something else 

instead

• You have good intentions of reading your Bible but somehow end up looking 

at social media or the news instead 

In Habakkuk’s first complaint he was telling God how he wanted justice for Judah. 
When God responds saying he tells Habakkuk that he will send the Babylonians to 
bring justice, but Habakkuk isn’t happy with this answer because he thinks that the 
Babylonians are even worse than those living in Judah… suddenly he complains 
again and this time his attention is distracted from what he was originally praying 
about, to then going off on a couple of tangents, including this verse about how 
they are going to say that the “nets are the gds who made us rich”


Habakkuk gets distracted from his main focus - God bringing justice to his people 
- to telling God that he didn’t want Him to bring justice using this method… 


So, where are you on the “sofa scale”?

Are you: 

• The distant one

• The “on the arm” one

• The angry one

• The distracted one

• The close one
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